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We present an improved version of adaptive distributed cross-layer routing algorithm (ADCR) for hybrid wireless network with
dedicated relay stations (HWN∗ ) in this paper. A mobile terminal (MT) may borrow radio resources that are available thousands
mile away via secure multihop RNs, where RNs are placed at pre-engineered locations in the network. In rural places such as
mountain areas, an MT may also communicate with the core network, when intermediate MTs act as relay node with mobility. To
address cross-layer network layers routing issues, the cascaded ADCR establishes routing paths across MTs, RNs, and cellular base
stations (BSs) and provides appropriate quality of service (QoS). We verify the routing performance benefits of HWN∗ over other
networks by intensive simulation.
Copyright © 2008 Chong Shen et al. This is an open access article distributed under the Creative Commons Attribution License,
which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA)-based digital cellular standard global system for mobile (GSM) was first
deployed in 1990 with a new 900-MHz band. However, due
to uneven nature of the time-varying spatial distribution [1],
network performance metrics are not suﬃcient for today’s
wireless network where more ad hoc features are being
introduced.
To eﬀectively manage problems stated above, we propose
to combine the advantages of diﬀerent networks so that the
Mobile Terminal (MT) can utilise an optimised MANET,
the base-station-oriented network (BSON) and the relay
services. Figure 1 presents hybrid wireless network with relay
nodes (HWN∗ ), the relay nodes (RNs) of core network
compose a mesh-like structure connected to the internet
protocol (IP) networks through RN gateways, while base
stations (BSs) are connected to the IP networks via switches.
In rural places without infrastructure support as indicated
in Figure 1, two MTs may communicate directly, or through
intermediate MTs. When an MT transmits packets to a BS
through RNs, the RNs extend the signalling coverage of
BSON thus we can expect an enhanced resource-sharing
performance.
An adaptive distributed cross-layer routing (ADCR)
algorithm is proposed for HWN∗ based on [2] using the

minimal number of hops and considering routing model
dynamic switching to reduce latency, preserve communications, deliver good overall throughput/per node throughput,
and extend the HWN∗ coverage. A cross-layer network
design [3] that seeks to enhance the system performance by
jointly designing MAC and NETWORK layers is adopted.
We analyse in design stage the theoretical cellular network
media access capacity, multihop traﬃc relaying issues, and
inter network traﬃc handovers [4]. The cascaded ADCR
then includes three subpacket transmission modes labeled
as one-hop ad-hoc transmission (OHAHT) for point-topoint ad hoc direct communication, multihop combined
transmission (MHCT) for radio resource relaying using fixed
RNs or MTs, and cellular transmission (CT) for traditional
cellular service. In rural places without infrastructure RN
support, the MHCT transmission mode can be implemented
on selforganised ad hoc nodes for supporting multihop
communication as long as: (i) The resource of relaying MTs
is contention-free, (ii) the migration range of relaying MTs
is limited, and (iii) the speed changes of relaying MTs in
sampling times have limited influence on routing.
The paper begins with a heterogenous wireless networks
RN incorporation discussion, including the comparison
work between proposed HWN∗ framework stage I and
HWN∗ framework stage II. We present two pre-engineered
RNs positioning algorithms in Section 3. In Section 4, we
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Figure 1: The hybrid wireless network with fixed relay stations.

discuss three traﬃc transmission modes with emphasis on
MHCT mode in copy with newly included packet relaying
environment. The ADCR performance of the HWN∗ under
various scenarios is evaluated in Section 5 to address network
capacity, per MT throughput, access speed, and end-to-end
delay. Finally in Section 6, conclusions are made with future
research outlook.
2.

HETEROGENOUS WIRELESS NETWORKS

The further balance of radio resource in heterogeneous
networks or hybrid wireless networks requires assistant
equipment functioned-like internetwork switcher, thus we
introduced a new node structure (RN), and further divided
it into heterogeneous RN that uses diﬀerent radio access technology (RAT) with common or diﬀerent sets of transmission
resources for its links and homogeneous relay node that uses
the same radio access technology and mode in a common
set of transmission resources for its entire links. For example,
the IST-WINNER [5] project proposes to share the same RAT
with BSs, RNs, and MTs to realise a dynamic spectrum usage.

Multiple noninterfering relay frequencies operate in parallel
through the use of intelligent radios. The spectrum where
an RN operates can be leased for a limited time depending
on network status. The spectrum on which it is operating
is reclaimed when network performance improves. Two RNs
operating on noninterfering spectrums form a network relay
link with multiple orthogonal bands. Multiple nodes within
range of each other may also transmit simultaneously on
diﬀerent channels without relying on a media access protocol
or distributed scheduling algorithm to resolve contention.
Focus on diﬀerent design objectives, the iCAR [6] is
derived from existing cellular networks and enables the
network to achieve theoretical capacity through adaptive
traﬃc load balancing. The SOPRANO [7] is a scalable
architecture that assumes the use of asynchronous codedivision multiple access (CDMA) with spreading codes to
support high-data-rate internet and multimedia traﬃc. It is
similar to iCAR other than IP network support and cross
network connection methods. We summarise in Table 1
the main research improvements from the HWN∗ stage I
[4] to the HWN∗ stage II. The comparison between the
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Table 1: Research improvement of HWN∗ framework stage II.

project
Main objectives

HWN∗ framework stage I
Incorporate a MANET to increase system capacity
while realising diﬀerentiated QoS services

Basic infrastructure

BSON, BSON with RN, MANET with RN

Routing issues

BS switch and RN assisted traﬃc diversion

Mode movement issues

Attractor points model

Congestion control
RN positioning scheme
Load balance
Call admission

QoS-based session congestion control algorithm
Fix point RN positioning
QoS-based multihop load balancing
The BS coordinated admission

iCar, multipower architecture for cellular network (MuPAC),
hybrid wireless network (HWN) without RN support,
WINNER, SOPRANO, and MCN can be found in [4, 8] with
the identification of technologies used.
Consider a cellular handover scenario in Figure 2 where
MT A is currently connected to MT B and is moving out
of Cell 1 into Cell 6. A request for a BS handover will be
sent as soon as the power level by MT A goes below a
certain threshold (trajectory indicated by red dotted line).
A successful handover will take place within a few hundred
milliseconds depending on speed before the received power
from BSs reaches an unacceptable level. When MT A
arrives in Cell 6, if the congestion persists in cell 6 for a
period of time during which the MT moves farther away
from the other neighbouring cell border, thus causing the
received power level from BS A to fall below the acceptable
level, handover will fail and the call will be permanently
terminated.
However, in MHCT mode of HWN∗ , the data session
does not have to be dropped even though the congestion
in Cell 6 persists. For example, when MT A moves into
the congested Cell 6, apart from trying cellular connections,
it also associates itself with an RN using either ad hoc
frequency or cellular frequency, then the RN may continue
transmission with any BS via the multihop relaying structure
and the relaying path can be also extended to the area
with no cellular coverage. For example, the routing path
for an MT in rural place can be even from MT → MTs
→ core network; and the corresponding frequencies used
can be ad hoc frequency → ad hoc frequencies → either ad
hoc frequency or cellular frequency. In addition, OHAHT
of point-to-point ad hoc communications can be another
routing mechanism option to further balance traﬃc load.
The simulation results presented in [4] have already proven
that inter network traﬃc management can significantly
improve the grade of service, reduce the traﬃc blocking
probability, while maintaining the QoS.
The relay concept extends service range, optimises
cell capacity, minimises transmit power, covers shadowed
areas, supports inter network load balancing, and supports
MANET routing. Theoretically, both the HWN∗ system

HWN∗ framework stage II
Stage I + Investigation on places without infrastructure support
BSON, BSON with RN, MANET with RN and
MANET
Cascaded and distributed routing with three transmission modes
Costudy of user movement model and RN placement
algorithm
QoS-based session congestion control algorithm
RN positioning considering node movement pattern
QoS-based multihop load balancing
Distributed session admission algorithm

capacity and the transport capacity per MT, when compared
to a cellular network, should be improved because the RNs
provide relay capability as the substitution of a poor-quality
single-hop wireless link with a better-quality link being
encouraged whenever possible. Also a higher end-to-end
data rate could be obtained if an MT had two simultaneously
communicating interfaces.
Using three scaling approaches, we can implement
network/simulation dimensioning and estimate how many
RNs should be deployed when the number of MTs changes.
The three parameters are the number of RNs m, the number
of MTs n, and the system capacity C. The asymptotic scaling
for the per user throughput as n becomes large is


m≤

n
.
log n

(1)


The per user throughput is of the order C/ n/ log n and
can be realised by allowing only ad hoc communications
which do not necessarily need RN support, when


n
n
≤m≤
.
log n
log n

(2)

The order for the per user throughput is Cm/n, therefore
the total additional bandwidth provided by m RNs is
eﬀectively shared among n MTs. Finally, when
n
≤ m,
log n

(3)

the order of the per user throughput is only C/ log n
which implies that further investments in relay nodes will
not lead to an improvement in throughput and bandwidth
optimisation.
3.

RN-PLACEMENT ALGORITHMS

We explore the relay node placement and HWN∗ initialisation problem in this section. The network spectral
eﬃciency was taken by [9] as the objective to optimise RN
positioning. The paper made the assumption that the quality
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Figure 2: Multihop combined transmission example of cellular resource relaying using fixed RNs.

on the links connecting BS ↔ RN is always better than the
link between RN ↔ RN. This assumption can be satisfied
by establishing line-of-sight (LOS) links between BS and
RN or by designing links that enhance the antenna gains.
However, the solution imposes extra diﬃculty on network
planning by complicating transceiver design. In this section,
two RN positioning algorithms are proposed, which are
packing-based RN placement and heuristic RN placement
considering user movement behaviours. The algorithms
implementation is to use a minimum number of RNs that
enable the relaying of maximum traﬃc under the media
contention from both cellular and ad hoc perspectives.
It is well known from planar geometry that to cover a
two-dimensional district with equal-sized circles, the best
possible packing solution can be obtained by surrounding
each circle by six circles as shown in Figure 3 left. But to
have connections between the RNs, an overlap between relay
cells is required. We therefore consider a situation where the
location of the RNs is centered with maximum coverage. The
deployments shown in Figure 3 (left side) are two examples
of such pre-engineered approach with a number of RNs in
the HWN∗ . The first deployment tries to cover the entire
area while the second one tries to cover densely populated
regions.

Heuristic RN placement that we devised has a straightforward design philosophy based on two most important
factors, which are user movement behaviour and bandwidth
utilisation. By imposing such a plan, we can improve the
availability of MTs at disadvantaged locations and enlarge
network dimensioning possibility. It is first assumed that
RNs can acquire SIR information via local estimation
according to the distance. The RN positioning is formulated
as a constrained optimisation problem, of which the goal
is to maximise the overall network throughput and per
node throughput so that majority MTs are better served
with guaranteed QoS. The attractor points mobility model
deployed on MTs uses macro- and microcontrols to improve
user movement experiences, it may be not practical to
calculate each MT’s trajectory, but probabilities of user
reaching a set of frequently visited points can be useful.
Coincidentally, the hottest areas are places where most
media contention happens, and RN can be located in these
points to mitigate the contention. The next step of the
heuristic algorithm is to decide the number of RNs needed
in solving bandwidth contenting with guaranteed QoS. As
shown in Figure 4, after getting traﬃc load information, the
RN number used for further simulation studies is actually
estimated through network dimensioning analysis discussed
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in Section 2. The migration experiments are carried out to
produce a set of candidate points. A hard distant limit δ is
introduced and if distance between one candidate point and
any BS is smaller or equal to δ, this point will be eliminated
from final list.
The HWN∗ , after RN placement, is then formed in two
stages, which are serving RN, BS association stage, and route
identification stage. More details on network formation can
be found in [4].
4.

ADAPTIVE DISTRIBUTED CROSS-LAYER ROUTING

The QoS flows can consume all the bandwidth on certain
links, thus creating congestion for, or even starvation of, best
eﬀort sessions. Statically, partitioning the link resources can
result in low network throughput if the traﬃc mix changes
over time. Thus, a mechanism that dynamically distributes
link resources across traﬃc classes based on the current load
conditions in each traﬃc class is critical for performance.
By proposing a cascaded adaptive distributed cross-layer
routing (ADCR) for HWN∗ , we discourage applications
from using any route that is heavily loaded with low-priority
traﬃc. Traditional routing strategies that use global state
information are not considered. Problems associated with
maintaining global state information and the staleness of
such information are avoided by having individual MTs
infer the network states based on route discovery statistics
collected locally, and perform traﬃc routing using this
localised view of the network QoS state. Each application,
categorised by service class with the choice of three possible
transmission modes, maintains a set of candidate paths to
each possible destination and routes flows along these paths.
The selection of the candidate paths is a key issue in localised

routing and has a considerable impact on how the ADCR
performs. The high-priority traﬃc is given high priority in
accessing comparatively expensive cellular resource, while
low-priority traﬃc tries to access low-cost ad hoc resource.
Per MT bandwidth is used as the only metric for route local
statistics collection since it is one of the most important
metrics in QoS routing, furthermore, important metrics
such as end-to-end delay, jitter can be expressed as a function
of the bandwidth.
We divide traﬃc sessions into simple service classes
which are high-profile users (HPUs), normal-profile users
(NPUs), and low-profile users (LPUs). Principally, HPUs
get the best QoS, next comes NPUs with smaller medium
access opportunities. LPUs are a best-eﬀort class with unused
medium resources by other classes. HPUs have the highest
access priority in any communication modes of HWN∗ , and
traﬃc admission of NPUs and LPUs has to consider ongoing
HPUs sessions. The NPUs are configured to have a higher
probability than LPUs in terms of resource acquisition and
this probability is decided by an association level (AL) set.
In case of network congestion, CT mode may temporarily
become unavailable to NPUs when HPUs are not fully
accommodated, while LPUs sessions may be only granted
MHCT and OHAHT mode access to mitigate network
congestion, reduce transmission delay, and improve per MT
throughput. More details of resource acquisition, QoS-based
media access control, traﬃc class coordination, and traﬃc
class association were explained in [4].
The RN has the right to reserve QoS-guaranteed free
channels for packet transmission and it maintains a status
table that refers to other RNs and it provides information
on changing busy conditions or relay failure. The purpose of
bandwidth reservation is to let RNs that receive the relaying
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Figure 4: Flowchart of heuristic RN placement.

discovery command check if they can provide the bandwidth
required for the connection.
To avoid having higher traﬃc classes being influenced
by lower traﬃc classes in terms of queueing delay, we place
a waiting time limitation on each traﬃc class and force
starving packet switch transmission model [4]. A traﬃc flow
maintains two queues: a slot queue and a packet queue,
and we decouple slot queue for traﬃc class identification
from packet queue for transmission. Start and finish tags
are associated with slots but not packets. When a packet
arrives for a flow, it gets added to the packet queue, and
a new slot is added to the slot queue. Corresponding start
and finish tags are assigned to the new slot. The way
to raise priority in slot queue is that the packets related
to a high profile have shorter backoﬀ time to increase
the probability of early medium access. As for the status
table maintenance, information flooding is restricted to a
limited scope. Once a positive acknowledgment message is
confirmed by requesting RN, the relay paths will not be
changed unless resource contention happens. Given the fact
that maintaining global RNs channel status in each RN slows
down RN response time, we only require each RN update
neighbouring RNs’ information, periodically.
The cascaded ADCR scheme includes three subpacket
transmission models, which are the OHAHT, the MHCT,
and the CT as illustrated in Figure 5. The communication
commands are defined as
(i) ACK/ACCEPT/REJECT/REJHO for the messagedelivery acknowledgment, packet acceptance, packet
rejection, and after-rejection handover request.
(ii) SEARCH/SETUP/DATA/BREAK for destination
node finding, new connection establishment, packet
delivery, and connection teardown.

(v) LREQ to request a label during the routing, The
label is a short, fixed-length identifier. Multiple labels
can identify a path or connection from the source
MT to the destination MT. The structure of a
label message contains flag, flow, cost, traﬃc class,
mobility information, and time tO lIVE (TTL).
(vi) LREP to request a label replay during the label
routing in MHCT model.
Time-sensitive multimedia applications have restrictions
on end-to-end transmission delay, while FTP data transfers
need a minimum guarantee on packet losses. The ADCR
should therefore consider diﬀerentiated QoS issues while
guaranteeing HPUs that agree to pay more than NPUs
and LPUs. However, due to the high priority of premium
traﬃc, the global network behaviour as a consequence of this
service class, including routing and scheduling of premium
packets, may impose significant influences on traﬃc of other
classes. These negative influences, which could degrade the
performance of low-priority classes with respect to some
important metrics such as the packet loss probability and
the packet delay, are often called the interclass eﬀects.
To reduce the interclass eﬀects, we proposed in [4] a
mechanism based on association level (AL) calculation for
load balancing of diﬀerent service classes. The AL is a set
of parameters monitoring channel availabilities, an AL that
scores higher than the threshold means that the channels are
already occupied by ongoing sessions. The simulation results
demonstrated that the proposed mechanism distributes the
premium bandwidth requirements more eﬃciently, and the
traﬃc is better organised and balanced before routing.
Figure 5 also presents corresponding process of an MT’s
association with its serving BS and RN, and simplified ADCR
algorithm. As presented in script, if the source MT continues
transmitting directly until the SIR falls to a certain level, the
traﬃc re-routing or handovers will be initiated. In rerouting,
the model selection priority for HPUs is CT > MHCT >
OHAHT, while priorities for NPUs and LPUs are MHCT >
CT > OHAHT and OHAHT > MHCT > CT, separately. Also,
inter- and intranetwork handover triggers are discussed in
paper [4].
4.1.

One-hop ad-hoc transmission

In OHAHT, the requesting MT first broadcasts SEARCH
messages to every node in its transmission range including
its associated RN and BS. For example, MT A in Figure 5
broadcasts SEARCH messages, if the destination MT B is
within its transmission range and there is no ad hoc-based
media contention between MT A and MT B, MT B can
respond to MT A with an ACK message. Once MT A
confirms the acknowledgment, it starts a connection SETUP
session immediately.
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BS & RN Association()
{
For N MTs in a cellular cell, 0 < i < N;
SIRi = Received signal quality evaluation of MT i from the serving BS;
For N MTs in a cellular cell, 0 < i < N;
TTL = 1;
/∗ Receive neighbouring information from surrounding RNs∗ /
For N MTs, 0 < i < N, M RNs, 0 < j < M;
SIRi j = Received signal quality evaluation of MT i from surrounding RNs;
Sort SIRi j in descending order from high SIR to Low SIR;
Associated RN = the RN with Max(SIRi j );
}
ADCR Routing()
{
DB(i) = Node i’s distance from serving BS;
DR(i) = Node i’s distance from serving RN;
/∗ Identify which traﬃc class the packet belongs to, HPU, NPU or LPU∗ /
Traﬃc Class Discovery ();
/∗ Individual packet routing with three sub models, OHAHT, MHCT and CT∗ /
One hop adhoc transmission();
Multi hop combined transmission();
Cellular transmission();
Node i is scheduled to initiated a packet transmission at time T(k);
switch(service class)
{
case HPU():
/∗ Evaluate QoS requirement and urgency based on weighted calculations ∗ /
Evaluation();
/∗ Check media access constraints for three transmission models∗ /
Media check();
/∗ Try to use the transmission models in order of CT, MHCT then OHAHT∗ /
HPU routing();
break;
case NPU():
Evaluation();
Media check();
/∗ Try to use the transmission models in order of MHCT, CT then OHAHT∗ /
NPU routing();
break;
case LPU():
Evaluation();
Media check();
/∗ Try to use the transmission models in order of OHAHT, MHCT then CT∗ /
LPU routing();
break;
}
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Figure 5: Computerised ADCR algorithm and simplified transmission modes illustration.

4.2. Multihop combined transmission
The MHCT can involve RNs acting as intermediate nodes
for message relaying. Figure 5 shows the connection setup
process for communication between MT A and MT B via the
RN infrastructure. MT A first broadcasts SEARCH messages
to every node to find MT B. After the SEARCH session, MT A
may find that the cellular resources can be borrowed through
RNs by receiving three ACK messages from the serving BS of
MT B, RNs, and the MT B. The positive acknowledgment
requires MT B to send an ACK to its serving BS, then the
serving BS sends an ACK to the RN infrastructure and finally
the RNs feedback the ACK to MT A. Once the positive
ACK is confirmed, the MT A starts a connection SETUP
from MTA→RN, then RN →BS, and finally BS→MTB. The
DATA-transmission process follows the same packet delivery

route, and further route discovery is prohibited to reduce the
signalling overhead.
The label routing concept [10] originated from ATM
network is introduced to MHCT mode since RN switching
provides faster packet forwarding than routing because its
operation is relatively simple. The label switching protocol
uses signalling protocol distribute labels and set up new
route after the path is computed by the routing module.
This requires that the path is pre-established with signalling
before it can be used. In reactive MHCT mode with frequent
topology changes on both sender and receiver, a high rate
of path setup and tear down signaling may occur. It simply
can not use separate signalling to set up a new route. Instead,
the path finding process dynamically initialised by the LREQ
packet carrying a unique label and flow information, where
low-path setup delay is guaranteed. The flow information
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contains source address and a flow number is chosen by the
source node since the default source address is assumed to be
unique.
In finding the destination MT, the source MT creates an
LREQ message in which the packet contains IDs, sequence
number, and service class of the source MT. This packet
also contains traﬃc flow information, a broadcast ID, and
a hop count that is initialised to zero. All RNs that receive
this message will increment the hop count. If an RN does
not have any information about the destination node, it will
record the neighbour’s ID where the first copy of LREQ is
from and send this LREQ to its neighbours. LREQs from the
same node with the same broadcast ID will not be processed
more than once. Figure 6 gives an example of label routing
in MHCT. In this example, there are eight nodes with duplex
connection link.
The MT A first creates an LREQ message and sends it
out to its associated RN. Figure 6 illustrates the propagation
of LREQ across the RNs and the reverse path at every RN.
The reverse path entry is created for the transmission of
the reserved label for this path. This label is embedded in
the label-reply message LREP. The reserve path entry will be
maintained long enough for the LREQ to traverse the path
and for RNs to send an LREP to the source MT. Once a path
is found in the relay structure, the source MT will check the
sequence number (SEQ) of the destination MT in the current
path in order to avoid old path information. It should be
at least as great as the value entry in the LREQ. Otherwise,
the existing path in the table will be discarded. If SEQ ≥

SEQLREQ , it will also check in the current path whether the
QoS requested by the source MT has been satisfied. If not,
this request will be discarded. If the source MT still can
not find the destination MT B, MT A will increment the
hop count in the LREQ by one and then broadcast it to its
neighbors. Any duplicated LREQ with same source node ID
and same broadcast ID will be discarded. Normally relaybased label routing should have a maximum hop count.
However, there is no energy constraints and node mobility
issues in our relay infrastructure, thus theoretically any hop
count threshold can be possible. We specify the hop count in
LREQ as not being larger than 10 as a simulation limitation
to avoid computation complexity and if the sender of an
LREQ does not receive the reply message, each node only
resends the LREQ once for each connection request.
The RN only creates an LREP with the total hop count of
this path if hop count, sequence number, and path QoS are all
acceptable, the new sequence number of the destination MT
is the largest one between SEQ and SEQLREQ , the best QoS,
and a label from its label pool. Then this LREP will be sent
back to the source MT along the reverse path entry. The third
plot in Figure 6 shows the propagation of the LREP along the
reserve paths. Note that both RN C and RN F fail to send
the LREP due to hop count, sequence number or QoS issues.
The path between the source MT and the destination MT
is composed of multiple segments and all data packets are
relayed by these segments. Each segment is a real connection
between two nodes and labeled by the sending-side node
of the LREP in this segment. For example in the the path
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Table 2: Characteristics of QoS diﬀerentiated users.

Portion

Low-profile user
Voice 20% Web 10% Video 5%
Voice dwell/session time: 60 s/120 s

Normal-profile user
Voice 15% Web 8% Video 10%
Web dwell/session time: 120 s/trace

MTA↔RNA↔RND↔RNE↔RNB↔MTB showed in the last
plot of Figure 6, RNs A, D, E, and B set up the labels of
the segments between A and D, D and E, and E and E,
respectively. MT A and RN A, MT B, RN B, and its associated
BS are the other two segments. Since the topology of the relay
structure is meshed, the source MT can receive more than
one LREP. There is a hop count field in the LREP. This field
records the total number of hops of the path. The source
MT will choose the smallest hop count from the LREPs in
the specific limited time. All LREPs that are received after
this time threshold will be ignored. And if some available
LREPs have the same hop count, the path that has the largest
destination sequence number, which means it is the latest
path, will be chosen.
The MHCT mode can be also implemented in multihop ad hoc transmissions in copy with rural environment
without infrastructure node support. The basic mechanism
is almost the same except MT replaces fixed RN and acts as
traﬃc switching nodes. The source MT first tries to establish
a connection destination node. If there is no path which can
reach the destination node in its local label routing table,
or the mobility constrains of MT relaying are violated, the
source MT will initiate another path discovery until TTL
reaches.
4.3. Cellular transmission
The last plot in Figure 5 shows the connection setup of CT
model between MT A and MT B via cellular BSs. MT A
first broadcasts SEARCH messages to every node to find
MT B. After the SEARCH session, the MT A finds that it is
able to communicate with MT B directly via BSs, while the
connection can be setup through a virtual wireless backbone.
The positive acknowledgment of a connection requires MT
B to send an ACK to its serving BS, then the serving BS
informs the serving BS of MT A or the BS feedbacks the
ACK to MT B when both MT A and MT B share the same
serving BS. Once the positive ACK is confirmed, MT A starts
connection SETUP from MTA→BS, then BS→BS, and finally
BS→MTB. The DATA transmission process follows the same
packet-switched delivery route. Dynamic channel allocation
can be realised in a distributed manner given that the channel
usage does not break the two-channel interference constrains
[11] which are cosite constraint where there are minimum
channel separations within a cell and non-cosite constraint
where minimum channel separation between two adjacent
BSs is kept.
5.

SIMULATION

We present various schemes and results of the simulation
that have been implemented for the ADCR in this section.

High-profile user
Voice 10% Web 7% Video 15%
Video dwell/session time: 120 s/240 s

The OMNET++ simulator [12] is used and we generalise
all video streaming as real-time services, while web services
are referred to as nonreal-time services. Table 2 presents
the default QoS profile used consisting of 30%, 64 Kbps
streaming video, 45% general voice calls, and 25% nonrealtime web services. The service request portion is distributed
and shared among HPUs, NPUs, and LPUs.
The MTs are randomly distributed in 13 regular hexagonal cells (1 km length, 2.6 km2 ) in an 8 km × 8 km grid.
The HWN∗ attractor point mobility model (HPMM) [4] is
implemented. At the simulation start, an MT schedules an
ACK message to itself before it determines a new position.
After saving the messages, the MT sends a MOVE message to
the physical layer and reschedules the ACK to be delivered in
a move interval. This metropolitan environment consists of
n points which MTs will move towards. The mobility model
implementation provides an approach which influences user
mobility in a distributed manner with micro mobility,
instead of grouping MTs with macro mobility.
BS is placed in the centre of each cell, and from 0 to
1300 MTs are scattered in HWN∗ . To ensure frequency reuse,
7 frequencies are allocated to each cell with 128 available
channels. MT travels from 0 to 80 km/h since a relative
speed higher than 160 km/h is not suitable for the 802.11
radio propagation model, which has limited compensation
for channel fading. A node can not continue relaying packet
if its speed changes to more than 10 km/h. The log-normal
standard deviation σ is set as 10 dB, shadowing correlation
distance χs is set to 50 m, and the mean SIR value rd is set
to 17 dB. Default energy model provided by OMNET++ is
implemented, specifically, for a 250 m transmission range the
transmit power used is 0.282 W. Transmit power used for a
transmission range of d is proportional to d4 [13].
5.1.

HWN∗ capacity analysis

The first experiment is to present two pre-engineered RN
positioning strategies’ influence on the HWN∗ capacity
under various traﬃc input. The HWN∗ network operations
are considered, including the process of RN & BS registration, traﬃc balancing, routing path discovery, transmission
mode selection, and data delivery.
When packing-based RN positioning scheme is implemented in the HWN∗ , per cell capacity is expected greater
than random RN placement HWN∗ and normal cellular
network under any traﬃc input. This is because these MTs,
which are not serviced in a cell, can use the packed relay
path to access other media resources strategically. With
the traﬃc input being increased higher, packing RN-based
HWN∗ achieves complete connectivity regardless of cellular
service penetration percentage. Figure 7 records per cell
capacity performance of three scenarios with traﬃc load
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In this experiment, we only implement UDP traﬃc (with
no handshaking mechanism) on each MT instead of the
default QoS0-based traﬃc profile, and network operations
of the proposed HWN∗ are simulated. The packets are sent
at constant bit rate (CBR) with a packet size of 1500 bytes
and the MTs are added from 0 to 500 gradually as an input
parameter to increase the oﬀered load. Figure 9 shows the
impact of increased traﬃc on the packet delivery ratio. It

Figure 8: Average capacity comparison of heuristic RN HWN∗ ,
random RN HWN∗ , and mobile ad hoc network.

System throughput (%)

being increased. The capacities of both packing RN-based
HWN∗ and random RN-based HWN∗ go up till maximum throughput reaches around 5.6 Mbps and 4.7 Mbps,
respectively. As we can see from the trend of capacity lines,
when the traﬃc input grows higher, packing RN-based
HWN∗ outperforms the random RN HWN∗ in terms of
network fairness, and its maximum capacity gets close to
the theoretical gain with a more uniform communication
experience.
Using the same simulation parameters, we also compare
per-cell per-second capacity of heuristic placement RN
HWN∗ , random placement RN HWN∗ , and mobile ad hoc
network. The AODV module provided by OMNET++ has
been simulated to realise MANET routing. Figure 8 Presents
the result. Overall, heuristic RN placement has the highest
capacity followed by packing algorithm, random HWN∗ ,
cellular network, and MANET (also refer to Figure 7). The
extremely low capacity of the MANET is the results of highcontention level, erratic connections, and AODV protocol
overhead. Heuristic RN-based HWN∗ outperforms packing
RN HWN∗ under any traﬃc input, which indicates more
traﬃc is adaptively routed. The maximum capacity of this
structure achieves 5.7 Mbps.
For packet delivery ratio in the HWN∗ , the system
throughput (ST) is defined as the delivery ratio:
Total number of data received
100%.
Total number of data sent

400

Heuristic RN placement HWN∗
Random RN HWN∗
Mobile ad hoc network

Figure 7: Average capacity comparison of packing RN HWN∗ ,
random RN HWN∗ , and cellular network.
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Figure 9: Packing RN HWN∗ , random RN HWN∗ , and cellular
network throughput versus oﬀered load.

indicates under any traﬃc input, the ADCR with packing
based-RNs placement gives a higher throughput than the
HWN∗ with random RN placement and pure cellular system. The packet delivery ratio decreases when the UDP traﬃc
load increases, this is mainly due to the congestion. However,
packing RN-based HWN∗ outperforms random RN HWN∗
or TDMA network by 12% and 26%, respectively, when the
maximum traﬃc load is achieved.
In Figure 10, we present the throughput performance
for heuristic-based RN placement HWN∗ with the ADCR,
random RN positioning HWN∗ and MANET with the
AODV algorithm, respectively. The curve of heuristic RN
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Figure 10: Heuristic RN HWN∗ , random RN HWN∗ , and MANET
throughput versus oﬀered load.

Figure 11: Average end-to-end transmission delay of HWN∗ ,
WINNER, and SOPRANO.

HWN∗ corresponds to a case where all the transmitted
packets are maximally received, which can be considered to
be an upper throughput bound on this proposed scheme.
One can see that the increase of traﬃc load does not aﬀect
too much of the scheme’ performance. Overall, heuristic
algorithm has the highest throughput followed by packing
RN HWN∗ , random RN HWN∗ , cellular network, and
MANET (also refer to Figure 9). Furthermore, we notice
that MANET exhibits a jittering performance with very
low throughput under any traﬃc conditions. When the
maximum traﬃc load achieves, the heuristic-based RN
structure outperforms packing-based structure by 3%.

transmission power, is simulated for SOPRANO. Figure 11
presents the average end-to-end delay versus quantised load
oﬀered for three hybrid networks. There is a significant
improvement in the delay performance of HWN∗ ADCR,
compared to the cooperative relaying of the WINNER and
the minimum energy routing of the SOPRANO. At 15
Erlangs average oﬀered load, the corresponding average endto-end delays are 0.10, 0.21, and 0.033 seconds and the delay
in other systems is almost two or three times larger than the
HWN∗ ADCR under any traﬃc load. The ADCR scheme
adaptively selects paths with better quality and prevents
wasting transmission time.
Figure 12 presents the end-to-end delay comparison
result between packing RN HWN∗ with ADCR, heuristic
RN HWN∗ ADCR and heuristic HWN∗ ADCR + MHCT ad
hoc. Interestingly, the MHCT ad hoc mode does not bring
too much negative impact on system performance and the
position of RNs either does not marginally influent delay
performance.
Apart from RN placement plan, the number of relay
nodes is another practical parameter to aﬀect the HWN∗ system performance. The packing-based RN placement HWN∗
is chosen as the test scenario causes a random RN number to
cut oﬀ heuristic algorithm that may cause large transmission
delay in hot spot. Figure 13 presents delay performance of
fully loaded RN, two third RN loaded and one third RN
loaded scenarios under increasing traﬃc load. It clearly
indicates that the delay is much less in fully loaded RN plan,
compared to the other two scenarios with less infrastructure
nodes. One can estimate that an increase of one RN reduces
end-to-end delay while improves HWN∗ throughput at least
3% average in a small system domain including seven cellular
BSs [15]. However, excessive installation of RN may not
be a preferable approach because a tradeoﬀ exists between
management cost and expected system performance.

5.2. Packet transmission delay
The average packet transmission end-to-end delay of a traﬃc
flow should be directly proportional to the number of hops
traversed by the flow, and inversely proportional to the flow’s
end-to-end throughput, this is an interesting metric to study
as the HWN∗ network itself has a complicated transmission
arrangements, which can be seen as hybrid traﬃc migration
of MANET, cellular network, and enhanced packet relay
services. The average End-to-end Delay (AED) is defined as
AED =

Total number of data received
.
Total delivery time

(5)

Simplified WINNER and SOPRANO hybrid network
infrastructures are therefore simulated with traﬃc routing
functionality. The WINNER concept system realises packet
switch through cooperative relaying, and RN operates same
resource management functions as cellular BS. In decentralised SOPRANO, route path calculation is exclusively
carried out in local MT. A minimum energy routing protocol, as recommended in [14], which maximally saves the
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Table 3: Success route acquire ratio comparison between diﬀerent user classes.
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Figure 14: Comparisons of success route acquire ratio between
HWN∗ ADCR and HWN∗ without ADCR.
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Figure 12: Average end-to-end transmission of various HWN∗
scenarios.
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Figure 13: Average end-to-end transmission under various RN
loads.

QoS-based routing analysis

Experiments are conducted to verify that if the ADCR
meets the goal of providing QoS diﬀerentiation among
diﬀerent users based on their class profile. To setup a
comparison benchmark, we simulated a simple HWN∗
without any dedicated resource management and routing
algorithms. Each packet session in this network has the same
privileges when accessing the media resource. The arriving
packet sessions are accommodated on a first-come-firstserve basis until all available channels have been occupied.
An MT terminates the routing process when it can not
find an alternative route. Figure 14 shows the route acquire
success ratio with traﬃc load being constantly increased. The
ADCR scheme has the most successful acquire ratio since
it always returns a path on-demand and the performance
improvement is marginal when the system is heavily loaded.
The simple routing algorithm in the HWN∗ performs worse
than the ADCR due to its limitation on route selection and
lack of alternate paths.
Table 3 presents the individual class successful path
acquiring probabilities against traﬃc loads oﬀered for

Success ratio (percents)
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enabled the communication in rural places using multihop
ad hoc communication. The routing algorithm employs a
service class-based approach to discourage applications from
using any route that is heavily loaded with low-priority
traﬃc, with three subtransmission modes. Simulation results
demonstrate that the ADCR further balances radio resource,
reduces transmission delay, and potentially increases the
network capacity. The future work will address cross-layer
resource selfoptimisation issues in cooperative networks with
dedicated relay nodes.
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